Course Title: TACTICAL MEDICINE – TECHNICIAN

Course Description: This 40 hour course meets and exceeds California POST and EMSA guidelines for Tactical Medicine and provides 40 hours of CAPCE (formerly CECBEMS) credits and/or POST CPT for LE officers. It is held at the Strategic Operations facility in San Diego and utilizes their full hyper-realistic capabilities which you can view at www.strategic_operations.com. In addition to passing all of the required skills practicum’s, at the end of the course each student will take the written exam for NAEMT TCCC/TECC certification as well as coaching for national IBSC Tactical Paramedic Certification (TP-C). Whether certifying as a tactical paramedic on a SWAT team or preparing for Rescue Task Force (RTF) deployment at violent MASCALS, this course will imbed the inter-operable core skills you will need to provide under pressure.

Target Audience: 1. Paramedics assigned to a SWAT Team. 2. Paramedics preparing for Rescue Task Force deployments. 3. Advanced EMTS assigned as medics on federal tactical teams

Tuition Cost: $1,850 This class is authorized tuition reimbursement, backfill and/or overtime; all of this is at the discretion of each agency. Individuals are directed to inquire with their own agency for approval and authorization.

Dates/Times: October 15-19, 2018 Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday 0900-1800 Thursday 1400 – 2300

Location: 4705 Ruffin Road, San Diego, CA 92123

Instructors: Strategic Operations SMEs, Tactical Medics, Combat Medics, Tac/Mil MDs, SWAT officers

Dress Code: Tactical Uniform worn by assigned team. Also, tactical medical vests or containers and PPE worn by assigned team should be brought to class each day. Front line consumable tactical medical equipment will be replaced by training equipment at Strategic Operations. For medics not assigned to a tactical team, wear whatever your field uniform is for EMS calls and Strategic Operations will supply tactical medical containers and supplies.

Enrollment: *Complete application and send to meded@e-stops.com

Point of Contacts: STOPS POC: Wyatt Sabo; Wyatt@e-stops.com 619-843-8449 UASI POC: Alan Franklin 619-533-6790 afranklin@sandiego.gov

Grant Year: FY-17

Federal Tracking #: 18-02078 Tuition must be paid 30 days prior to course start date. Cancellation within 10 days prior class may result in forfeiture of tuition if there is no one on the wait list to take your place.